League and Cup over: other things starting!
Posted by The Pledge on Monday October 20 2008 @ 23:17
Hi all,
As of today, we can finally take it more easy. With ESL 6on6, ESL EMS qualifiers, ETF2L, Arena Cup,
ClanBase OpenCup, and the Material which is going to start, we had a lot of leagues and cups we were
participating in. Today, some of those are dropping out and we can finally think a bit more about other things.
ETF2L Season 3 is over for us. After losing a close match against FakkelBrigade, we had no chance of
making the playoffs any more. The last match against jagarna was allright, winning on Pro Granary, but
losing at Well. We finished at the medium region of division 3B, which is too bad actually. Now we have to
play division 3 again next season, which is too low for Hadouken at this point, especially when improving
even more the upcoming weeks.
ClanBase is over for us now as well. After losing against Druidz, former Vale!, we finished third at Group A in
the Premier League, which is not enough for making the playoffs. Too bad, but not totally unexpected.
Right now, we're only in the ETF2L Arena Cup and the Material Cup at ESL. That's enough for now, since we
are aiming to improve our tactics a lot the upcoming weeks and our teamwork has to be trained as well. That
will grab our attention the next weeks and after that, we'll be attending more cups and leagues to show
everyone that Hadouken is still alive and pwning!

That was a short update about the scene as it is right now. Visit #hadouken.tf2 to arrange a match with us or
just to have a quick chat with me =)
Cya all!
The Pledge
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